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A surface roughness from a recently cleaned and painted ship hull was scanned, scaled13

and replicated for laboratory testing to systematically investigate the influence of the14

ratio of in-plane roughness wavelength, λ, with respect to the boundary layer thickness15

δ. The experiments were performed by geometrically scaling the surface which maintains16

a constant effective slope ESx and solidity Λ, while the ratio of λ/δ is varied. Here we17

scale the scanned roughness topography by a factor of 2.5 and 15, and measure the18

mean velocity profiles in the turbulent boundary layers developing over these surfaces19

at a range of freestream velocities and streamwise measurement locations. The results20

show that the 2.5× scaled roughness, which has λ/δ ≪ 1 behaves in the expected k-21

type manner, with a roughness function ∆U+ that is proportional to the viscous scaled22

roughness height. The 15× surface, however, which has λ/δ ≈ 1, exhibits very different23

non k-type behaviour. This larger surface does not approach the fully rough asymptote24

and also exhibits a drag penalty that is comparable to the 2.5× case despite the six-fold25

increase in the roughness height. Measurements on a spanwise/wall-normal plane reveal26

that the 15× surface has introduced a large scale spanwise variation in mean streamwise27

velocity (dispersive stresses) that extend far beyond the logarithmic region. Together this28

evidence suggests that a demarcation between k-type and non k-type behaviour can occur29

in situations where the in-plane roughness wavelength approaches the boundary layer30

thickness. This finding has important implications to how we scale small scale roughness31

from high Re large-scale applications for testing in low Re small-scale laboratory facilities32

or simulations.33

1. Introduction34

Turbulent wall-bounded flows over rough surfaces have a higher wall drag than a35

smooth counterpart, a measure of which is provided by the downward shift in the viscous-36

scaled mean streamwise velocity profile in the logarithmic region. This shift is known as37

the Hama (1954) roughness function, ∆U+ =∆U/Uτ (Uτ = √τw/ρ), where U is the mean38

streamwise velocity, Uτ is skin friction velocity, τw is wall shear stress, and ρ is fluid39

density. The magnitude of ∆U+ is a function of the viscous scaled roughness height k+s ,40

where ks is the equivalent sand grain roughness height and the + superscript indicates41
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viscous scaling (i.e k+s = ksUτ /ν, where ν is kinematic viscosity). Although ks is a length,42

it is not a directly observable quantity from the roughness topography. Rather, it is43

a measure of the degree to which a surface roughness alters the near wall flow, and44

can only be obtained by applying fluid flow over the rough surface of interest, either45

experimentally or through simulation, at various Reynolds numbers (see Perry et al.46

1969; Monty et al. 2016). The equivalent sandgrain roughness ks of a surface provides a47

corresponding equivalent grain size for a close-packed uniform sandgrain roughness (of48

the type used in the seminal experiments of Nikuradse 1933) which if exposed to the49

same flow in the fully-rough regime, would cause the same Hama roughness function50

∆U+ as the surface of interest.51

An important concept in the study of rough wall-bounded turbulent flows is the52

assumption of Townsend’s (1976) outer layer similarity hypothesis, which states that53

beyond the roughness sublayer and at a sufficiently large Reynolds number, turbulent54

motions are independent of the precise form of the surface roughness. Thus the roughness55

is ‘felt’ by the flow, only through a modified wall drag (and through the outer length-56

scale). The existence of outer layer similarity can be identified from the collapse of mean57

velocity defect and outer-scaled turbulence intensity profiles between the rough surface58

and smooth surface (see for example Jiménez 2004; Flack et al. 2005; Schultz & Flack59

2005). The underlaying caveat from Townsend’s outer layer similarity hypothesis is that60

the boundary layer thickness δ must be sufficiently large when compared to the ‘extent61

of the flow patterns set up by the individual roughness elements’ (Townsend 1976).62

Researchers generally interpret this as a requirement that the ratio δ/k must be large.63

For example both Jiménez (2004) and Flack et al. (2005) show that outer layer similarity64

is observed for δ/ks ≳ 40, while many other studies have observed outer layer similarity for65

much lower ratios of δ/k (for example Chan et al. 2015; Flack et al. 2007, 2020; Forooghi66

et al. 2018, 2017; Jelly & Busse 2019). However, for the experiments conducted here, we67

will look at cases where δ ≫ k, conforming to these approximate limits, but where the68

ratio of in-plane roughness wavelength to boundary layer thickness λ/δ becomes large.69

Such scenarios are possible with surfaces that have low solidities or effective slopes. These70

surfaces are of interest, since there is a precedent in the literature demonstrating that the71

wall-normal ‘extent of flow patterns’ imposed by the roughness arrangement can become72

large relative to δ where the in-plane roughness lengthscale approaches δ, limiting the73

observed outer layer similarity (see for example Nugroho et al. 2013; Chan et al. 2018;74

Chung et al. 2018; Medjnoun et al. 2018; Yang & Anderson 2018; Anderson et al. 2018).75

Certainly an in-plane wavelength λ that approaches δ will violate Townsend’s (1976)76

assumptions of outer layer similarity (regardless of the value of k/δ).77

There are numerous instances in the literature where roughness with large ratios of78

in-plane wavelength to outer length-scale (large λ/δ) have been investigated. Examples79

include Zilker et al. (1977); Angelis et al. (1997); Kruse et al. (2003); Hamed et al. (2015).80

When specifically assessed, the majority of these studies (Reda et al. 1974; Hudson et al.81

1996; Nakagawa et al. 2003; Bhaganagar et al. 2004; Kruse et al. 2006; Sun et al. 2018)82

suggest that outer layer similarity is preserved over wavy surfaces. Few of these studies83

have explicitly addressed the influence of λ/δ, with fewer still investigating any impact84

on k-type scaling. However, there are some noteworthy examples that are especially85

pertinent to the present investigation. Bhaganagar et al. (2004) studied the effect of86

λ/δ, varying this ratio from 0.01 ≤ λy/δ ≤ 0.5 and from 0.04 ≤ λx/δ ≤ 1.4 at a single k+,87

where λy and λx are the spanwise and streamwise in-plane wavelengths respectively. They88

found that while λy/δ had negligible effect on ∆U+, this ratio did affect the turbulence89

fluctuations in the outer layer, suggesting an effect on outer layer similarity. In some90

sense, the effect of large λ/δ on fluctuations in the outer layer is expected. Jiménez91
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(2004) and Chan et al. (2018) have both discussed the proportionality between the92

roughness sublayer height and the in-plane roughness wavelength λ. When λ/δ is large,93

the roughness sublayer, and roughness induced secondary flows or dispersive motions,94

extend into the outer layer, affecting the measured turbulent statistics. Zenklusen et al.95

(2012) studied turbulent channel flow with a sinusoidal wavy bottom wall, and very large96

blockage ratios kt/H = 0.1 − 0.3, where kt is the peak-to-trough roughness height and H97

is the total channel height. Since all of these surfaces had a fixed streamwise effective98

slope (ESx = 0.2, defined as the mean absolute streamwise gradient of the surface) the99

ratio λ/H for these surfaces was also large, ranging from λ/H = 1 − 3. Hence, by every100

measure, these surfaces had roughness features that were large in comparison to the101

outer length-scale. The largest blockage case, which had the highest λ/H differed from102

the other cases, exhibiting no separation at the roughness crest and with a modified103

large-scale turbulent structure (breakdown in outer layer similarity). A previous study104

by Kruse et al. (2006) had reported outer layer similarity for a surface with the same105

ESx but with smaller kt/H and λ/H = 1. A further notable study on wavy surfaces is106

that by Nakato et al. (1985) who studied turbulent pipe flow over 2D approximately107

sinusoidal surfaces. They found that replicated painted surfaces with low effective slope108

(ESx < 0.15) fail to reach the fully rough asymptote and exhibit non k-type behaviour.109

Though λ/δ was not considered as contributing to this behaviour, the largest wavelengths110

investigated were an appreciable proportion of the pipe radius R (0.04 ≲ λ/R ≲ 0.3). A111

later study by Napoli et al. (2008) suggested that for surfaces with low effective slope,112

∆U+ scales relatively well with ESx, irrespective of viscous scaled roughness height k+a .113

Again, this alludes to non k-type behaviour (but their low ES surfaces were not tested at114

a range of k+ to test adherence to the fully-rough asymptote). Importantly, Napoli et al.115

(2008) also demonstrates that surfaces with ESx = 0.05 do not exhibit flow separation,116

irrespective of k+ (and blockage ratio which varied from 0.015 ≲ kt/h ≲ 0.1), while surfaces117

with ESx = 0.15 do. The case c8 from Napoli et al. (2008) is especially notable in the118

context of the present study. This single mode two-dimensional sinusoid with λ/δ = 2π119

returned a lower ∆U+ than a surface with matched ES but much lower k+, and hence120

much lower λ/δ (case c1), hinting that λ/δ as well as low effective slope may also play a121

role in anomalous behaviour. Schultz & Flack (2009) studied systematically varied three-122

dimensional pyramid roughness, finding that for high effective slopes (ESx > 0.35), ∆U+123

is more strongly dependent on the roughness height rather than ESx, while their lowest124

ESx cases exhibited anomalous behaviour (non k-type behaviour), seemingly scaling with125

neither k nor ESx. Although the above two studies focused on low ESx as the cause of126

the anomalous results, it is noteworthy that both had large λ/δ (> 1 for certain cases in127

Napoli et al. (2008), and ≈ 0.3 for non k-type surfaces in Schultz & Flack (2009)).128

Based on the curious findings highlighted above, and also in light of Townsend’s129

original stipulation that the roughness length-scale must be small relative to the boundary130

layer thickness, we here describe a systematic study over a three-dimensional irregular131

surface roughness where we investigate the importance of the ratio of in-plane roughness132

wavelength, λ, to the boundary layer thickness δ. Through uniform geometric scaling,133

where we scale a surface roughness by a scale factor that is the same in all directions,134

we vary the roughness mean amplitude ka and wavelength λ while keeping the ratio135

ka/λ and hence ES constant. By constructing surfaces with different scaling factors, and136

testing them in the same facility, we can vary δ/λ while keeping all other key parameters137

unchanged. We also conduct measurements at different streamwise and spanwise locations138

to extend the range of observable δ/λ while providing a measure of the degree of three-139

dimensionality imposed on the flow by the surface roughness.140
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2. Methods141

2.1. Facility142

For this study, the streamwise, spanwise, and wall-normal directions are represented143

by x, y, and z respectively, with corresponding velocity components denoted by u, v, and144

w. All experiments are carried out in an open-return blower wind tunnel that consists of145

a settling chamber with honeycomb and five mesh screens. The tunnel has a contraction146

area ratio of 8.9:1, with a cross-sectional area of 0.94 × 0.375 m2 and working section147

length of 6.7 m. The working section floor is a steel plate that can be lowered using148

hydraulic lifts, allowing a seamless interchange between the smooth and rough surface.149

A strip of P40 sand paper immediately upstream of the inlet to the working section trips150

the boundary layer to turbulent.151

2.2. Surface roughness topography152

The surface roughness topography is obtained from a silicone rubber imprint acquired153

during dry-docking from a recently cleaned and painted ship-hull (see Hutchins et al.154

2016, for further details). The resulting imprint is then scanned using a Keyence LK-031155

laser triangulation sensor which has a spot-size of approximately 30µm and a vertical156

resolution (z) of 1 µm. The sensor is scanned over the surface using a high precision157

two-axis computer controlled positioning system, with a horizontal (x and y) step-over158

distance of 20 µm. Tabulated surface properties and a height map of the resulting scanned159

topography are shown in figure 1. The three-dimensional rendering of the topology160

reveals a clear ‘orange-peel’ type pattern resulting from the spraying process. From161

the tabulated data it is noted that values of skewness and kurtosis are very close to162

Gaussian (kskew ≈ 0 and kkurt ≈ 3). In addition, the similarity between the effective163

slope in the x and y directions (ESx ≈ ESy) indicates that the surface is nominally164

isotropic. The in-plane wavelength λ of this surface is estimated at ≈ 3.4 mm based on165

the ratio of spectral moments, λ/(2π) =m0/m1, where the nth spectral moment is given166

by mn = ∫ ∞0 κ
nEz′z′dκ and where Ez′z′ is the power spectral density of surface elevation,167

and κ is the wavenumber ≡ 2π/λ. In the shipping industry, the average peak-to-trough168

roughness height over a 50 mm fetch of the surface (Rt50) is often used as a roughness169

lengthscale, which for this surface yields Rt50 = 0.264 mm.170

2.3. Tile manufacturing171

The topography from the surface scan is scaled and replicated to form the test surface172

in the wind-tunnel facility. The test surface is produced from a series of tessellating173

505 × 285 mm tiles manufactured using a similar method to that described in Nugroho174

et al. (2013). A three-axis CNC machine is used to create a master tile made of wax.175

The 505 × 285 mm tile size is determined by the cutting dimension limit of the CNC176

machine, and also the required final test surface size. A platinum cured rubber mould177

is then formed around the master tile to create the negative roughness pattern. Finally,178

the negative mould is used to cast multiple polyurethane copies of the original master179

tile. In total, for each surface tested, we produce 30 tiles to form a rough surface over180

the first 5.05m fetch of the working section.181

Figure 2 shows relief maps of (a) the original scan, (b) a 2.5× scaled roughness tile,182

and (c) the 15× scaled roughness tile. The solid black line on the original roughness scan183

(figure 2a) illustrates the 40.4×38 mm subset of the original scan that is used to construct184

the 2.5× scaled roughness tile (figure 2b). This subset is isolated from the original scan185

and then uniformly scaled (in all three directions) by a factor 2.5, yielding a 101×95 mm186

surface area. Periodicity is enforced via blended interpolation at the perimeter of this187
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50
m
m

50 mm

z′ (mm)

Roughness Value Formula
parameter

average height ka 0.0413 mm ∣z′∣
rms height krms 0.0519 mm

√
z′

2

skewness ksk 0.0868 z′
3/k3rms

kurtosis kku 3.0712 z′
4/k4rms

effective slope ESx 0.089 ∣dz′
dx
∣, ∣dz′

dy
∣ESy 0.088

wavelength λ ≈ 3.4 mm —

Figure 1. (left) Table of surface properties from laser scanned roughness topography and (right)
three-dimensional rendering of scanned surface. Half of the surface is shown as a colour contour
height map, while the other half shows the texture map.

scaled subset area, to ensure seamless tessellation. This process of enforcing periodicity188

effects the geometry close to the perimeter of the extracted area. However, as evident in189

Table 1, the roughness parameters are only moderately effected. The 2.5× tile is formed190

by replicating this scaled subset five times in the x direction and three times in the y191

direction, resulting in a periodic roughness tile with the desired surface area of 505× 285192

mm. The dashed black lines on the original roughness scan (figure 2a) represent the193

subset of the original scan extracted for the 15× scaled roughness tile (figure 2c). For this194

scaling dimension, we isolate from the original scan an area of 33.67 × 19 mm and then195

scale it 15× to yield the desired 505× 285 mm tile. As is clear from Table 1, this process196

preserves the krms statistics from the original scan but the edge blending has resulted197

in an ≈ 10% reduction in ESx for the scaled tiles as compared to the original scanned198

imprint. However, both 2.5× and 15× tiles have closely matched ESx.199

The scaling in this process is typically applied to either match the expected viscous200

scaled conditions in the wind-tunnel to those encountered on the ship, or to ensure that201

the surface can be driven fully rough within the range of conditions attainable by the202

facility. In this case, two surfaces with distinct 2.5× and 15× uniform geometric scalings203

(same scaling factor applied in x, y and z directions) were manufactured. It is noted204

that for increasing geometric scaling, only the roughness height (ka, krms) and the in-205

plane roughness wavelength (λ) will increase, whereas the effective slope (ESx, ESy)206

and the ratio of height-to-wavelength (e.g. Rt50/λ) remains invariant. Typically then,207

under currently held (k-type) assumptions, one would expect the primary outcome of the208

increased scaling (15×) to be a six-fold increase in the equivalent sandgrain roughness ks209

as compared to the smaller surface (2.5×).210

2.4. Experimental conditions211

Upper case velocity components represent time averaged or mean values and the212

superscript + shows viscous scaling, for example: U+ = U/Uτ for velocities and z+ = zUτ /ν213

for wall-normal distance. The boundary layer thickness δ is the wall-normal position214

where the mean velocity U recovers to 98% of the freestream velocity U∞. Since the215

surface roughness (particularly the 15× surface) can introduce spanwise heterogeneity,216

we will decompose total velocities u at a particular x location both in terms of the217
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Figure 2. Surface roughness pattern for: (a) original roughness scan, (b) the 2.5× scaled
roughness tile, and (c) the 15× scaled roughness tile. The solid black line on (a) shows the
repeating subarea from the original roughness scan used to construct the 2.5× scaled roughness
tile, while the dashed black line on (a) shows the subarea used to construct the 15× scaled
roughness tile.

Reynolds decomposition,218

u = U(y, z) + u′(y, z) (2.1)

and the triple decomposition (see for example Reynolds & Hussain 1972)219

u = ⟨U⟩(z) + ũ(y, z) + u′(y, z) (2.2)

Here U is the local time-averaged mean, which is a function of spanwise and wall-normal220

position, and u′ is the fluctuation about this mean. ⟨U⟩ is the spatial and temporally221

averaged mean, which is also known as the global mean (⟨ ⟩ denotes spanwise averaging).222

The coherent or dispersive component ũ is the spatial variation of the time-averaged flow223

around individual roughness elements which is defined as ũ = U − ⟨U⟩. For the majority224

of this report we focus on the spanwise averaged mean velocity profiles ⟨U⟩ and the225

spanwise averaged turbulence variance profiles ⟨u′2⟩, while the coherent component ũ is226

analysed in figure 6.227

2.5. Flow measurement technique228

Measurements are conducted over the two scaled roughness topographies along with229

a corresponding smooth wall case for reference. All experiments are performed at zero230

pressure gradient (ZPG) conditions and at various freestream velocities U∞. Boundary231

layer profiles are measured with hot-wire anemometry (HWA) using an in-house designed232
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Wall type U∞ x krms
δ

4krms
ESx λ δ/λ δ Uτ Reτ ∆U+ l+ sym-

(m/s) (m) (mm) (mm) (m) (m/s) bol

smooth 15 2 - - - - - 0.031 0.59 1200 - 39 —
smooth 15 4 - - - - - 0.050 0.55 1800 - 37 —

rough 2.5× 10 2 0.13 67 0.081 8.5 4.1 0.035 0.41 900 0.83 27 ◻
rough 2.5× 15 2 0.13 67 0.081 8.5 3.8 0.032 0.62 1300 1.73 41 #

rough 2.5× 20 2 0.13 65 0.081 8.5 4.0 0.034 0.84 1800 2.91 56 △

rough 2.5× 25 2 0.13 71 0.081 8.5 4.4 0.037 1.06 2500 3.83 71 ◊

rough 2.5× 10 4 0.13 115 0.081 8.5 7.1 0.060 0.39 1500 0.74 26 ◻

rough 2.5× 15 4 0.13 111 0.081 8.5 6.8 0.058 0.58 2200 1.36 39 #

rough 2.5× 20 4 0.13 113 0.081 8.5 6.9 0.059 0.79 3000 2.22 52 △

rough 2.5× 25 4 0.13 117 0.081 8.5 7.2 0.061 0.99 3900 2.83 66 ◊

rough 15× 10 2 0.78 13 0.079 51 0.8 0.040 0.46 1200 3.43 30 ∎◻

rough 15× 15 2 0.78 12 0.079 51 0.8 0.039 0.67 1700 4.20 44  #

rough 15× 20 2 0.78 13 0.079 51 0.8 0.041 0.87 2400 4.15 58 ▲△

rough 15× 25 2 0.78 14 0.079 51 0.9 0.044 1.08 3200 4.48 72 ⧫◊

rough 15× 10 4 0.78 22 0.079 51 1.4 0.070 0.41 1900 1.99 27 ∎◻

rough 15× 15 4 0.78 22 0.079 51 1.4 0.069 0.60 2700 2.39 40  #

rough 15× 20 4 0.78 22 0.079 51 1.4 0.070 0.78 3600 2.23 52 ▲△

rough 15× 25 4 0.78 23 0.079 51 1.4 0.071 0.97 4600 2.51 65 ⧫◊

Table 1. Key flow parameters

Melbourne University constant temperature anemometer (MUCTA) following the design233

of Perry (1982). The hot-wire probe is a single-normal type Auspex A55P05 boundary234

layer probe connected to a 4 mm diameter probe support (Dantec 55H21). The sensing235

element of the hot-wire is platinum Wollaston wire with 5µm diameter. To minimise236

attenuation due to end conduction, the sensing element is etched to length 1 mm resulting237

in a length-to-diameter ratio l/d ≈ 200 (Ligrani & Bradshaw 1987; Hutchins et al. 2009).238

Because measurements are conducted with the same sensor across a range of freestream239

velocities, the viscous scaled wire length l+ will vary between ≈ 25−65. Thus at the higher240

speeds the measurements will increasingly suffer from attenuation due to insufficient241

spatial resolution (Hutchins et al. 2009). Full calibrations are conducted in the freestream242

next to a Pitot-static tube prior to and after each experiment. To account for drift during243

experiments, we follow the method of Talluru et al. (2014) where the boundary layer244

profile is periodically interrupted to relocate the hot-wire to the free stream to obtain a245

single recalibration point. The hot wire is attached to a traverse that is capable of moving246

in both the spanwise and wall-normal directions and for the rough wall surface we conduct247

a full two-dimensional flow mapping, where the hot wire is traversed over a spanwise and248

wall-normal plane which measures 150 × 150 mm (≳ 2δ × 2δ at x = 4m). The plane has249

11 linearly spaced points in the spanwise direction and 31 logarithmically spaced points250

in the wall-normal direction. To minimise drift over the duration of the two-dimensional251

measurements (630 individual measurement locations), total sample duration at each252

measurement station is reduced to 30 s at 50kHz, corresponding to a boundary layer253

turn over time of ≈ 5000δ/U∞ at x = 4m. The maximum viscous scaled sample interval254

is ∆t+ < 1.3. For the smooth wall cases, where the boundary layer can be considered255

spanwise homogeneous, wall-normal profiles were made at a single spanwise location256

corresponding to the tunnel centerline, and consisted of 50 logarithmically-spaced points257

with 150 s sample durations.258

Measurements are made at two different streamwise locations and four different259
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freestream velocities for all three surface types (smooth wall, 2.5× and 15× scaled),260

see table 1 for further details. The majority of the reporting here will focus on the261

measurements made at the downstream location (x = 4 m). Data from the upstream262

location are considered in § 3.3.263

2.6. Estimating skin friction264

To estimate skin friction velocity over the smooth wall reference case we implement the265

Clauser (1954) method by fitting the measured mean velocity to a log-law with constants266

κ = 0.39 and smooth wall intercept A = 4.3 (see Marusic et al. (2013) for the universality267

of these log law constants). In the rough wall case, where the hot wire measurements are268

made over a 2D spanwise / wall-normal plane, the friction velocity Uτ is obtained from the269

spanwise avereraged mean profiles or global mean ⟨U⟩. Obtaining Uτ for rough wall data270

using the Clauser method has added uncertainty owing to additional unknown fitting271

parameters: the Hama roughness function ∆U+ and also the wall-normal adjustment272

due to the shifted aerodynamic origin e of the rough surface. Though one can iteratively273

search the optimal combination of Uτ and e to yield the required gradient 1/κ in the274

logarithmic region, the uncertainties are rather high. Schultz & Flack (2007) estimate275

the error in the modified Clauser method (following the approach of Perry & Li (1990)) at276

±4% for rough walls, although this error would be expected to increase where the extent of277

the logarithmic region is curtailed, as occurs in experiments with low Reynolds numbers,278

high k/δ, or a thick roughness sublayer. Due to a combination of these factors in the279

present study, we follow the approach that was proposed by Monty et al. (2011), where280

Townsend’s (1976) outer layer similarity is assumed to hold in both the mean velocity and281

variance profiles. The correct value for Uτ is then assumed to be that which best collapses282

both the mean velocity defect and turbulence intensity data (scaled with Uτ and δ) in the283

outer region of the flow (0.2δ < z < δ). This method is perhaps advantageous in situations284

where the extent of the log region may be limited. The values of Uτ obtained from the285

modified Clauser method and the assumed outer layer similarity method (Monty et al.286

2011) agree with each other to within 9%. In this instance the method of Monty et al.287

(2011) is preferred due to the aforementioned limitations in making the Clauser estimate.288

However, it is noted that the major conclusions from this study hold regardless of which289

estimate for Uτ is taken. Indeed, in light of the surprising results from this study, the290

momentum deficit has also been used to obtain a further (and more direct) estimate of291

Uτ . The momentum thickness at the streamwise measurement station provides a measure292

of the integrated skin friction coefficient (and hence integrated Uτ ) along the test plate.293

In this case, the momentum thickness variation observed between the cases detailed in294

table 1 exhibits exactly the same surprising trends as those indicated by Uτ as calculated295

via Clauser or assumed outer layer similarity methods. In short, the observed trends and296

major conclusions from this study in no way depend on the choice of estimate for Uτ ,297

with all estimates pointing to the same (surprising) behaviour.298

3. Results299

3.1. Scaling and turbulence statistics300

Figure 3 shows the time-averaged statistics for the 2.5× scaled roughness at the301

streamwise location x = 4 m (open symbols as defined in table 1) along with the302

corresponding smooth wall reference case (solid lines). Figure 3(a) shows the inner-303

normalised mean velocity profiles showing the downward shift ∆U+ for the rough surface304

relative to the smooth wall case. Note that spanwise averaged mean profiles are plotted305
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Figure 3. Mean profiles from the 2.5× rough surface at x = 4 m (a) inner-scaled mean
velocity profile; (b) inner-scaled turbulence intensity; (c) mean velocity defect; (d) outer-scaled
turbulence intensity. Symbols are as defined in table 1. Solid line shows reference smooth wall
data at x = 4m and U∞ = 15 ms−1.

in this figure, as indicated by the angled brackets. The downward shift in ⟨U⟩+ increases306

with increasing freestream velocity as the roughness Reynolds number Rek (≡ kaU∞/ν)307

also increases. Figure 3(b) plots the inner scaled spanwise averaged turbulence intensity308

of the streamwise velocity fluctuations ⟨u′2⟩+. Note that these are fluctuations about the309

local time-averaged mean and do not include the dispersive stress ũ (see equations 2.1310

and 2.2). Here the smooth wall case exhibits a near-wall peak at z+ = 15, signalling the311

highly energetic near-wall cycle of streaks and quasi streamwise vortices (Kline et al.312

1967). Unfortunately, for the rough wall case we are unable to reach z+ = 15 due to313

the physical constraint of the hot wire size (the probe was blocked by the surrounding314

roughness peaks). Figures 3(c) and (d) show the mean streamwise velocity defect profile315

and outer scaled streamwise turbulence intensity respectively. Both figures clearly show316

the simultaneous collapse of rough wall flow statistics on to the smooth wall reference317

cases. Though the method of Monty et al. (2011) assumes outer layer similarity to find318

Uτ , there is no a priori requirement for simultaneous collapse in both the defect and319

variance profiles as is observed in figures 3(c) and (d).320

Figure 4 shows the mean profiles for the 15× scaled roughness. Figure 4(a) shows321

the inner-scaled mean velocity profiles. Here, unlike the 2.5× scaled roughness case, the322

mean velocity profiles for the 15× scaled roughness do not behave as we would expect323

for a traditional (k-type) rough wall flow. As U∞ (and roughness Reynolds number)324
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Figure 4. Mean profiles from the 15× rough surface at x = 4 m (a) inner-scaled mean
velocity profile; (b) inner-scaled turbulence intensity; (c) mean velocity defect; (d) outer-scaled
turbulence intensity. Symbols are as defined in table 1. Solid line shows reference smooth wall
data at x = 4m and U∞ = 15 ms−1.

increases, there is only a very marginal increase in the downward shift ∆U+ exhibited325

by the profiles. This relatively constant shift is puzzling. Between the highest and lowest326

freestream velocity cases shown in figure 4(a), the friction velocity (and hence the viscous327

scaled roughness height) has more than doubled, for which we would typically expect a328

wide variation in ∆U+. Indeed when we compare the viscous-scaled mean velocity profiles329

for the 2.5× and the 15× surfaces (figures 3a and 4a), despite the six-fold increase in330

roughness height between the two cases, the ∆U+ has remained comparable. Despite this331

anomalous behaviour, the velocity defect profile of figure 4(c) and outer scaled streamwise332

turbulence intensity of figure 4(d) exhibit a similar approximate collapse to smooth wall333

profiles, as observed previously for the 2.5× data. The only subtle difference here is that334

outer layer similarity in the variance profile is restricted to a region further from the wall335

(z/δ ≳ 0.4) for the 15× scaled surface. Presumably this is related to dispersive stresses /336

secondary flows that extend much further from the surface for the 15× case (see §3.2.1).337

Indeed, Chan et al. (2018) suggest that the secondary flows (and hence the roughness338

sublayer) extend up to z = 0.5λ, which equates to z/δ ≈ 0.4 for the 15× case. This339

corresponds closely to the point beyond which outer layer similarity is observed in the340

variance profiles of figure 4(d).341

To better highlight the surprising behaviour of the 15× surface, figure 5 plots the342

Hama roughness function ∆U+ as a function of the viscous scaled average roughness343
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Figure 5. Hama roughness function ∆U
+ against the viscous scaled mean roghness height k

+

a

at x = 4 m for the (open symbols) 2.5× and (filled) 15× surfaces. Symbols are as defined in table
1. Dashed line shows fully rough asymptote fitted to the 2.5× data, ∆U

+ = κ−1 ln(Ck
+

a)+A−B,
where the constant C ≈ 2.45 as determined by least-squares fitting. Hatched region shows the
expected behaviour for the 15× surface based on the 2.5× result and an assumed k-type behaviour
(using the predictive method of Monty et al. (2016)).

height k+a . The two different scalings exhibit very different behaviour. The 2.5× data344

shows a downward shift ∆U+ that increases with roughness Reynolds number, seeming345

to follow the expected log-linear behaviour for a fully rough k-type flow,346

∆U+ = 1

κ
lnCk+a +A −B (3.1)

where A is the smooth wall log law intercept and B = 8.5 is Nikuradse’s (1933) fully347

rough constant. Here C is a scaling factor that links ka to ks. For the 2.5× data a348

value C ≈ 2.45 yields a good fit to the above trend, suggesting that the equivalent sand349

grain roughness ks for the 2.5× surface is 0.253 mm. The behaviour of the 15× scaled350

surface is very different. This surface has a ka value that is six times greater than for351

the 2.5× surface, with the same solidity or effective slope, and thus we would expect352

very large values of ∆U+ for this surface. As an approximate rule of thumb, since C353

would be expected to remain invariant for a geometrically scaled surface, the range of354

freestream velocities 10 ≤ U∞ ≤ 25 ms−1 would be expected to yield a Hama roughness355

function for the 15× surface in the range 5.6 < ∆U+ < 8.5, as based on the 2.5× results356

(equation 3.1) and the predictive method outlined in Monty et al. (2016). However, figure357

5 shows unambiguously that this is not the case. The expected range of results (based358

on assumed k-type behaviour) is shown by the hatched region. The measured results359

show that, despite the six-fold increase in roughness height, the magnitude of the Hama360

roughness function has barely changed between the 15× case as compared to the 2.5×.361

Moreover, the trend of ∆U+ against k+a for the 15× surface shows no signs of approaching362

the expected fully rough asymptotic behaviour as given by equation (3.1). From this363

figure it can be concluded that the 2.5× surface behaves as a typical k-type roughness,364

while the 15× surface resolutely does not.365
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Figure 6. The spanwise variation in the coherent or dispersive streamwise velocity component ũ
as defined in equation (2.2). Shaded contours show the variation in the local coherent component
normalised by the global mean ũ/⟨U⟩ ≡ (U − ⟨U⟩)/⟨U⟩. for the (a) 2.5× and (b) 15× surfaces.
The dot-dashed line shows the approximate limit of the dispersive stresses z = 0.5λy as given by
Chan et al. (2018). Dashed lines show spanwise variation in the boundary layer thickness δ and
the in-plane roughness wavelength λ is represented by the included measurement scale.

The topographical properties collated in table 1 show that the only changes that366

can have given rise to this anomalous behaviour are either the reduction in the ratio367

of boundary layer thickness to in-plane roughness wavelength δ/λ or the increasing368

blockage effect as δ/4krms reduces. We choose the measure 4krms in this instance for369

the characteristic roughness height based on the observation that the surface closely370

resembles a three-dimensional sinusoidal surface, which would have a peak-to-trough371

roughness height of 4krms. In this case, it is unlikely that blockage for the 15× case372

would be sufficient to cause this non k-type behaviour. The ratios of δ/4krms listed in373

table 1 at x = 4m are approximately half of the 40 suggested by Jiménez (2004). Indeed,374

there have been many studies that have substantially relaxed the ratio δ/k = 40 to values375

that are comparable to, or lower than, those listed in table 1 for the 15× case, while still376

observing k-type behaviour and outer layer similarity (Flack et al. 2007; Chan et al. 2015;377

Forooghi et al. 2017, 2018; Flack et al. 2020; Jelly & Busse 2019, to name but a few).378

Townsend’s assumptions for outer-layer similarity require that no roughness length-scale379

is competing for dominance with δ in the outer part of the flow. Typically we take k as380

the roughness lengthscale, which may be acceptable for surfaces with higher ES where381

k/λ ∼ O(1). However, for the low effective slope surface tested here, the scaling factor of382

15× produces a λ that is becoming equivalent to δ while k ≪ δ.383

3.2. Why is the 15× not ‘rougher’?384

We believe that the anomalous behaviour of the 15× surface is related to the fact that385

the in-plane roughness wavelength λ is approaching the layer thickness δ for this case.386

Aside from implications of this to Townsend’s (1976) outer layer similarity hypothesis as387

discussed above, this can also cause a strengthening of secondary flows (§3.2.1) and the388

possible onset of a waviness regime (§3.2.2).389
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3.2.1. Secondary flows390

As the in-plane roughness wavelength becomes large relative to the layer thickness391

(λ/δ → 1), the surface will appear more and more heterogeneous to the flow. In effect392

the outer flow no longer sees the roughness purely in terms of a modified homogeneous393

boundary condition (a modifed Uτ ), as is the underlying assumption for Townsend’s outer394

layer similarity argument, but rather will encounter the roughness as a spatially varying395

Uτ or heterogeneity. It has been well documented in the literature (Hinze 1967; Barros396

& Christensen 2014; Anderson et al. 2015; Willingham et al. 2014, for example) that397

spanwise roughness heterogeneity can lead to the formation of Prandtl’s secondary flows398

of the second kind (Bradshaw 1987), with recent evidence suggesting that the strength399

of these secondary flows is a strong function of the outer-scaled heterogeneity wavelength400

λh/δ, reaching a maximum strength for λh/δ ≈ 2 (Chung et al. 2018; Medjnoun et al.401

2018; Yang & Anderson 2018; Anderson et al. 2018; Wangsawijaya et al. 2020). These402

same studies also show that the size of the secondary flows is dependant on the spanwise403

lengthscale λh, with finer spanwise spacing confining the secondary flows and subsequent404

spanwise variations to the region closer to the wall, while when λh/δ → 2 the secondary405

flows become space filling and the spanwise variations in the mean extend throughout406

the majority of the boundary layer. A recent numerical study by Chan et al. (2018) of407

homogeneous roughness has shown that the wall-normal extent of the dispersive stresses408

(the extent of the spanwise three-dimensionality induced by the secondary flows) is a409

direct function of the spanwise wavelength (for an egg-carton type three-dimensional410

roughness). This study shows that the thickness of the roughness sublayer (defined as the411

region where the flow from individual roughness elements extends) is a direct function412

of spanwise in-plane roughness wavelength. When this wavelength approaches δ, the413

roughness sublayer can start to fill the layer. As evidence of this behaviour, figure 6 a and414

b plots the fractional variation in the local mean U(y, z) about the spanwise average mean415 ⟨U⟩(z) for both the 2.5× and 15× surfaces respectively (this is the dispersive component416

ũ as a fraction of ⟨U⟩(z)). It is clear that the fractional variation across the span is much417

more pronounced for the 15× surface, with stronger fluctuations extending further from418

the wall. From their analysis of egg-carton type regular rough surfaces, Chan et al. (2018)419

suggest that the dispersive stresses will extend to approximately z = 0.5λy which is shown420

by the dot-dashed line on figure 6. It is clear that this limit approximately describes the421

wall-normal extent of the strong spanwise variations for the 15× case. For reference the422

mean wavelength λ of the two scaled surfaces is also represented on the plots, and it423

can be seen that the average spanwise lengthscale of the mean velocity variations in424

figure 6(b) is close to this wavelength. The boundary layer thickness δ is shown by the425

dashed line, which shows little difference in spanwise variation for either case, in keeping426

with the observation that the roughness sublayer only extends to approximately half427

of the boundary layer thickness for the 15× case, and thus has not strongly influenced428

the overall layer thickness. Morgan & McKeon (2018) studied wall-bounded turbulence429

over a singly-periodic sinusoidal roughness with in-plane wavelengths on the order of the430

boundary layer thickness, noting that the roughness sublayer extended far into the wake431

region (z/δ ≈ 0.6).432

3.2.2. The onset of the ‘wavy’ regime433

Figure 7(a) and (b) show a schematic of boundary layers developing over rough surfaces434

with the same effective slope ESx (or equal solidity) but with very different λ/δ. Note435

that for clarity, the sketched effective slope in the schematic (ES ≈ 0.2) is larger than the436

one tested in this study (ES ≈ 0.08). Figure 7(a) shows a case where λ ≪ δ, for which437

case the local modifications to the flow due to the surface undulations might be expected438
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the curve for critical ES (λ ≈ δ) as a function of Reτ , for a sinusoidal roughness with k

+

p O(100).
Symbols show conditions for the (⋆) 15× surface from the current study at both x locations;
(∎) two-dimensional sinusoidal surfaces of Napoli et al. (2008).

to be restricted to the near-wall region, with the average boundary layer thickness (as439

represented by the dot-dashed line) invariant in x. This is the standard homogeneous k-440

type roughness scenario that is represented by the 2.5× surface. Figure 7(b) shows a case441

where λ ≫ δ. In this limiting case, provided that the effective slope of the surface was442

sufficiently low such that flow separations were minimised, we might expect a scenario443

as shown, where the entire boundary layer locally conforms to the surface. In this case444

the surface undulations no longer appear to the near-wall flow as roughness (there is no445

roughness generated turbulence close to the surface). In such scenarios we might expect446

non k-type behaviour, with the drag being purely driven (in the limit) by the changes in447

surface area and by the resultant secondary flows.448

An approach to the fully rough asymptote (k-type behaviour) in the Hama roughness449

function plots of figures 5 and 8, is typically associated with the dominance of pressure450

drag over viscous drag. Hence, the different roughness function curves for the two scaled451

surfaces may suggest that the 2.5× surface is more prone to separation and pressure drag.452

Conversely, the distinct Reynolds number dependence in Cf indicated by the roughness453

function trend for the 15× surface suggests that viscous drag should be more dominant454

in this case. Certainly it is conceivable that for very low ES cases the waviness of the455

surface could become so gradual that viscous effects might still be important regardless456

of the roughness Reynolds number k+. The suggestion from the comparison of the 2.5×457

and 15× surfaces is that for surfaces with matched ES this dominance of viscous effects458

might be stronger and the pressure drag effects (and separation) weaker, in cases where459

λ → δ. It is useful to refer back to the literature at this point. Napoli et al. (2008),460

Nakato et al. (1985) and Schultz & Flack (2009) have all suggested that surfaces with461

low effective slopes can exhibit non k-type behaviours, with the former two suggesting462

that the demarcation could lie somewhere around ESx ≈ 0.15. Indeed Napoli et al.463

(2008) found that flow remained attached around roughness elements for ESx ≈ 0.05,464

but separated for ESx ≈ 0.15. The current 2.5× and 15× scaled surfaces both have equal465

ESx ≈ 0.08, lying between these these two regimes. One curious aspect of the current466

result is that the 2.5× surface exhibits k-type behaviour, while the 15× surface does not,467
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despite both having the same ESx. This perhaps suggests that it is not only ESx that468

determines the predominance of pressure drag and separation from roughness elements.469

Along similar lines, Zenklusen et al. (2012) found that whether the flow remained attached470

or separated from a surface with fixed ESx = 0.2 was a function of blockage kt/H or λ/δ,471

with attached flow occurring when kt/H = 1/3 and λ/δ = 3. The blockage ratio for the472

15× surface tested here is much smaller (kt/δ ≈ 20) which perhaps suggests that λ/δ may473

be the more important determinant of this behaviour.474

The scenario shown in figure 7(b) is certainly more extreme than the 15× surface475

(where λ ≈ δ), but this conceptual sketch does provide some insight into how surfaces476

with the same ESx, but different λ/δ might interact with external boundary layers in very477

different ways. For the future, in light of the unusual Hama roughness function behaviour478

for the 15× surface, it would be beneficial to compare the separation or pressure drag479

in the roughness canopy for these surfaces. Laser doppler anemometry (LDA) or index480

matched particle image velocimetry (PIV) are both candidate measurement techniques481

that offer access to the roughness canopy and can cope with flow reversals.482

If we accept that there is a demarcation between k-type and non k-type (or wavy)483

behaviour that occurs where λ approaches δ, we can perform simple rule-of-thumb484

calculations to uncover when such scenarios are likely to occur. If we assume a three-485

dimensional sinusoidal surface (of the type studied by Chan et al. 2015) we can express486

the effective slope in the x direction as,487

ESx = 8k+p

πλ+x
(3.2)

where k+p is the half amplitude of the sinusoidal roughness and λx is the streamwise in-488

plane roughness wavelength. If we assume that λx/δ = 1 at the approximate demarcation489

between k-type and non k-type behaviour, we can write that λ+x = δ+ = Reτ . For most490

experiments aiming at fully rough conditions, k+p would be order 100. Hence the critical491

effective slope ESxcrit
(when λx = δ) can be expressed as,492

ESxcrit
= 8k+p

πReτ
≈ 255

Reτ
(3.3)

Though this is for a single mode three-dimensional sinusoidal surface, and though the493

actual value of k+p is unknown, (3.3) can show some important properties (if we accept494

that λ → δ demarcates roughness regimes). Equation (3.3) is plotted in figure 7(c).495

Since the demarcation λ → δ is indistinct, due to the need to assume a value for k+p ,496

we represent the proposed transition between roughness regimes with a hatched region497

representing 50 < k+p < 150. The grey shaded region in figure 7(c) shows the region of the498

parameter space where λ < δ, while the white shaded region shows λ > δ. Figure 7(c)499

demonstrates that for high Reynolds numbers, we would in general require abnormally500

low ES to see λx/δ approach unity (under the present assumptions for the sinusoidal501

surface, ESxcrit
≈ 0.025 at Reτ = 10000). However, at lower Reτ , more realistic ESx will502

meet this waviness criteria as fully rough conditions are approached (ESxcrit
= 0.255503

at Reτ = 1000). Certainly, for the present 15× data, it is the combination of low ESx,504

relatively large roughness height kp, and low to moderate Re that have caused λ/δ to505

approach unity. Conditions from the present study for the 15× surface at x = 2 m and506

x = 4 m are included in figure 7(c) as the filled star symbols. It is clear that these data507

encroach on the region of the Reτ and ES parameter space where we expect λ ≈ δ (the508

15× surface has nominal λ/δ = 1.4 at x = 2 m and λ/δ = 0.8 at x = 4 m). The filled509

square symbol in figure 7(c) is case c8 from Napoli et al. (2008), which is a single mode510

two-dimensional sinusoid with λ/δ = 2π. Napoli et al. (2008) reported a lower ∆U+ for511
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Figure 8. Hama roughness function ∆U
+ against the viscous scaled mean roghness height k

+

a

for the (open symbols) 2.5× and (filled) 15× surfaces for both the x = 4 m (black symbol outline)
and x = 2 m (grey symbol outline). Symbols are as defined in table 1. Dashed line shows fully
rough asymptote fitted to the 2.5× data, ∆U

+ = κ−1 ln(Ck
+

a)+A−B, where the constant C ≈ 2.45
as determine by least-squares fitting.

this case than a surface with the same ES but much lower k+ (case c1). It should be512

reiterated that the λ ≈ δ curves plotted on figure 7(c) assume a single mode egg-carton513

type sinusoidal surface with k+ O(100). The surfaces and conditions of Napoli et al. (2008)514

do not conform to these idealised assumptions. Nonetheless, the parameter space map515

of figure 7(c) may be a useful tool for collating rough surfaces that exhibit non-classical516

behaviour. An alternative form of (3.3) is that ESxcrit
= (8/π)(kp/δ), which indicates517

that the critical ESx is only likely to be abnormally low in situations where kp/δ is very518

small (a scenario that usually necessitates high Re to achieve fully rough conditions). For519

more typical values of kp/δ (say 0.025− 0.05, typical of many laboratory scale facilities),520

λ/δ may approach unity at much higher values of ESx.521

3.3. A possible d-type behaviour522

Figure 8 shows the Hama roughness function for both the x = 2 m and x = 4 m523

measurements. Considering first the 2.5× results, it is clear that this smaller scaled surface524

behaves in a k-type manner. The values of ∆U+ and k+a are slightly higher at matched525

U∞ for the x = 2m data, as compared to the x = 4m cases, however this is simply due to526

the variation of Cf with x for a developing turbulent boundary layer (see for example527

Monty et al. 2016). The important point for the 2.5× case is that when plotted in this528

manner, the variation of ∆U+ with k+a for both streamwise locations conforms to the529

same k-type fully rough asymptote. The 15× data shows a more surprising tendency. In530

some respects the x = 2m data confirms the previously observed behaviour for the 15×531

surface at x = 4 m. The growth of the roughness function with k+a no longer seems to be532

tending to the fully rough assymptote and also, despite the six-fold increase in k+a , the533

Hama roughness function for the 15× surface is no larger than for the 2.5× surface. The534

added complication in the behaviour is that in general the ∆U+ for the x = 2m data are535

higher than the x = 4m data, despite the fact that viscous scaled roughness height k+a is536
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approximately comparable between cases. This again is strongly indicative of non k-type537

behaviour. For the 15× surface, λ/δ ≈ 0.8 for the x = 4m measurements, rising to λ/δ ≈ 1.4538

for the x = 2m cases. The difference in ∆U+ at these different streamwise locations (with539

very different boundary layer thicknesses) suggests that as λ/δ approaches unity, it is540

the ratio λ/δ and not the viscous scaled roughness height k+ that determines the drag541

penalty ∆U+. In this sense the comparison shown in figure 8 is suggestive of the d-type542

regime suggested by Perry and coworkers (Perry et al. 1969).543

4. Conclusions544

From these results, it is clear that although we keep ESx constant, geometrically scaling545

a roughness to obtain larger ka does not necessarily lead to a surface that is dynamically546

‘rougher’. The subtlety here is that when we scale surfaces geometrically in all dimensions,547

in addition to making k larger, the in-plane wavelength of the roughness λ relative to548

the turbulent boundary layer thickness δ is also increased. It would appear that when549

this wavelength becomes an appreciable proportion of the boundary layer thickness, the550

surface ceases to behave in a ‘k-type’ manner. As λ approaches δ, the roughness function551

(and hence drag penalty) ceases to scale with k, showing signs instead of scaling with552

λ/δ. We show that in this condition, large-scale secondary flows (or regions of dispersive553

stress) form, which in the 15× case permeate the lower half of the boundary layer possibly554

affecting the dynamics in the logarithmic region. Ultimately, one might imagine that as555

λ becomes much greater than the boundary layer thickness, the flow may experience556

the roughness in a very different manner as the entire boundary layer starts to ‘ride557

over’ the undulations (as represented schematically in figure 7a). In the future, a more558

systematic investigation that involves several additional λ/δ will be required to provide559

a better understanding of this behaviour. In addition, based on observations from the560

∆U+ curves, which suggest that the 15× case is less dominated by pressure drag, it would561

be useful to document any changes in flow separation about the roughness elements that562

might occur as λ/δ → 1.563

Ultimately, the critical behaviour demonstrated here as λ/δ approaches unity suggests564

caution should be exercised when attempting to replicate the viscous scaled roughness565

condition from a large (high Re) engineering application in a much lower Re laboratory566

facility or numerical simulation (particularly where the facility has a very different567

unit Reynolds number U∞/ν). As an example, the 15× scaled surface that led to the568

anomalous behaviour reported here resulted from an attempt to scale a scanned ship hull569

roughness (resulting from spray painting application) to attain fully rough behaviour in570

a small-scale wind-tunnel. Typically, we scale surfaces because we wish to match viscous571

scaled roughness heights obtained in the laboratory to those encountered in application.572

However, because the Reτ in the laboratory (or simulation) is often so much lower than573

the application Reynolds number, there is a danger for low effective slope surfaces that λ574

will approach the outer lengthscale δ. Results presented in this study suggest that drag575

predictions will suffer when this condition is artificially imposed through scaling. There576

are, however, likely to be other cases in engineering and meteorological applications577

where λ is equivalent to the outer length scale. The stable boundary layer over long578

wavelength ocean waves provides one possible example, as do thin boundary layers579

developing over low effective slope engineering surfaces (resulting, say, from spray coating580

or manufacturing processes), such as narrow internal cooling channels in heat exchangers.581
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